
Welcome all visiting with us for the first time and invite you all to join us, after mass, for Coffee/tea at the back of Church 

     Sunday 9th              PENTECOST  Parish Mass 11am 
     Monday 10th           Our Lady, Mother of the Church                No Mass  
     Tuesday 11th          S Barnabas         No Mass  
     Wednesday 12th     Feria of 10th Week in ordinary time      Mass 5.30pm 

     Thursday 13th         OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST, ETERNAL HIGH PRIEST   
     Friday 14th              Feria of 10th Week in ordinary time    
     Saturday 15th          Our Lady on Saturday            Mass 10am 
     Sunday 16th            THE MOST HOLY TRINITY                Parish Mass 11am    

 
REQUIEM MASS 

Remembering Vivienne on Wednesday at 5:30pm, by request to have mass on this day.  
 

PROJECT 
As you can see, the electrics are well under way and we have already received our first invoice! Please be 
patient whilst works are being carried out, especially with the amount of dust that is present…Of course, 
the answer to getting rid of the dust is to come along on a Saturday morning and assist in clearing up! 
There has also been a slight increase in the cost to cover the unseen works concerning the organ loft; 
outside lighting for the memorial board (when completed); and some outside lighting. This is an excess 
cost of £5K which the PCC will have to agree, or disagree? Of course, we anticipated to have some kind 
of contingency works, but we hope this will be the final unseen extras.  
It is also very frustrating that there is no mass during the week which I know many of us are missing. It 
won’t be too long before we can resume the midweek mass, but I hope we are continuing to offer our 
prayers for one another. 
 

DAY TRIP! 
It has been brought to our attention that we need to discern as to where we would like to go this year for 
our day trip out? The day trip committee met and we have come up with 10 options but only using 3! 1) 
Clacton. 2)Brighton. 3) Hastings.  
Please add your name to your preferred destination and the majority ticks will be our destination. We ask 
for a non-returnable deposit, and monies MUST be PAID BEFORE the trip so that we can pay for the coach. 
Remember, it will be very Bright on the day, so wear your hats! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pastoral Matters: Including: Baptisms, Confirmation, Weddings, Funerals and Confessions. 

Contact: Fr David Lambert, St Matthias Vicarage, Wordsworth Road, N16 8DD. 

Tel: 0207 254 5063. www.stmchurch.co.uk 

Hall Enquiries:  enquiries@stmatthiashalls.org.uk – 020 7923 2726 
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